OCM Technical Aspects

- Server-to-server sharing
  - user point of view: great!
  - but what happens under the hood?

- For consideration
  - **quality of service**: impact of cross-talk to unstable cloud
  - **authorization**: a control by service manager
  - **security**: how secure is this?
  - **open protocol**: is there a bottom-up interest in OCM being embraced by other sync/share software stacks?
  - **data path**: server is a pass-through or caches the files?
OCM Technical Aspects

- **quality of service**: impact of cross-talk to unstable cloud
  - use DeIC smashbox analytics service?
- **authorization**: a control by service manager
  - existing mechanism in owncloud — a web pop-up to accept the incoming share
- **security**: ?
- **open protocol**
  - I personally care a lot
  - but do companies care? Seafile? Powerfolder? Syncany?